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Sometimes we can find a bargain thermoplastic telephone at a flea market at a decent price because 
it has not yet been cleaned or restored.  The photograph to the left is an old Western Electric 5302 as 
found.  The photograph on the right is the same telephone after restoration complete with a modular 
line cord and in working condition. 

 

A 5302 looks almost like the standard rotary telephones of the 1950’s through the 1980’ but upon closer look 
you will see marked differences.  Note that it is shorted than the common model 500.  In addition notice that the 
dial is a metal 3 inch dial that is surrounded by a plastic number shroud.  The witch hook area was molder to 
accommodate either an F or a G type handset.  The handset on the above example is an F1 handset. An easy 
way to tell which handset was originally issued with the telephone is to look at the model number stamped in 
red on the underside of the phone.  If it is labeled as a 5302-G, it was issued with a G handset which is the style 
that you would see on a 500 set. 

Some have called this telephone model a “transition” telephone issued between the Western Electric 302 and 
the 500 set. In actuality, this phone was issued by the Bell System to help with the demand for the newer 500 
model and a way to save money and to use many of the parts they were collecting when replacing 302’s.  Was 
the Bell System “going” green or just saving money? 

 



To begin the restoration, remove all of the parts.  I would highly recommend taking notes and diagram 
all of the wiring before removing everything. 

My first prcess was to wash all of the plastic parts.  Many collectors place the parts in their dish 
washer.  My wife objected to this method so I used dish washer detergent and a five gallon bucket of 
warm wather.  The housing is “soft plastic” and most likely has many dings and scratches.  I used a 
fine grit sandpaper and fine steel wool to sand out scratched followed by Novus #3 and the Novus #2 
gritted polish.  This polish would be equivelent to many of the gritted polishes that you can probably 
find in the automobile section of your store. 

My next step was to remove the parts attached to the base to clean. There are some who like to 
polish each screw.  I don’t tend to be that fastidious but in this case, I did use a mild cleaner and fine 
steel wood pad on the metal parts.  The bells are brass and were polished.  I like to use a common 
cleaner such as 409 on the coiled handset cord, recoil it on a dowel and put a finish polish such as 
Novus #2 on the exterior.  You can tell the difference between the before and after photos below: 

 

Remove the finger wheel, the porcelain number plate and dust barrier.  If the dial is sluggish, clean 
the pivot points with a q-tip with some kerosene and then re-il with a very small drop of a fine clock 
oil.  Do not use a WD-40 type lubricant.  If you do, in short order dust will collect on this solvent and 
the dial will gum up even more.  Polish the number plate and finger wheel.  Novus #2 will do a good 
job on these. 



 

Re-assemble all of the parts and add a modular cord if you plan to use the phone on today’s 
telephone system. Please note, if you have a Voip system such as telephone service from your cable 
company, the telephone will most likely not dial out because pulse dialing is not supported.  This is 
true for Fios as well. 

 

The finished telephone will not look as it came out of the factory, but pretty close. 

 


